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Fabio Mora, Liturgical expressions of creation stewardship, 157-176 
The paper analyses not ecological sensibility in Christian churches, but religious expres-

sions of care for creation in Christian churches – in liturgical forms or as insertion in the 
core definition of any denomination. 

Keywords: ecology – creation stewardship – liturgy – Episcopal church (USA) – Ca-
tholicism – Orthodoxy 

Giuseppe Langella, Religious trends in the most recent Italian literature V. First reconnaissance on 
Marian poetry, 177-194 

Within a recurring series on religious trends in Italian authors of this XXI century 
it is offered a first reconnaissance, to be continued in the next instalment, on Marian 
poetry in the XXI century, with an analysis of work by Cipollini, Rondoni, Spec-
chio, Mussapi, Merini, Nove. 

Italian literature – literature and religion – XXI century – Marian poetry – Marco 
Cipollini – Davide Rondoni – Mario Specchio – Roberto Mussapi – Alda Merini – 
Aldo Nove  

Fabio Mora, Islamic violence in the XXI century, 195-332 
A survey on Islamic religiously motivated violence in this century, with a quantification 

of the toll death of lethal violence and a large collection of images.  
Keywords: Islam  – violence – terrorism – XXI century  

We need Charlie Religious satire and humour 2015, 333-382 
Second instalment of a yearly anthology of religious satire, started as an homage 

to Charlie Hebdo and now documenting also the Cartoon movement, developing in 
the same spirit. 

Keywords: religious satire 2015. 
 

 
  

 

The collection of religiously relevant images  of the preceding year  
Fabio Mora, Images of 2013, Polifemo XXI secolo I, 2014, 205-270;  
Fabio Mora, Images of 2014, Polifemo XXI secolo II, 2015, 219-298 
already reprinted in full colour as stand-alone books will now continue 
as an autonomous series of full colour supplements to this journal. 




